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Shawn
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ABSTRACT
Two aspects of a motorcycle injtD"Y crash are studied
in this paper. I) What were the rider's actions which
led to unsafe handling of the motorcycle? 2) What
were the injury-producing mechanisms present during
the crash? This inquiry illustrates methods aJK1
procedures which are useful for motorcycle safety
design as well as reliability analysis. The ADAMSTM
mechanical system simulation program is used to
generate computer models of a motorcycle aJK1rider
under rider control to simulate a mild lane change
maneuver. Manual control and vehicle response
charocteristics are evaluated for a cases involving a
system disturbance such as an encounter with a mOO
pothole during the turning phase in the lane change.
For the case when the rider/cycle system recomes
unstable resulting in a crash, the 3-dimensional joint
strength model for the human surrogate rider model
switches from an active, motorcycle control model
(pre-crash phase) to a passive, rebound model (crash
phase), derived from the Hybrid III crash dummy. A
biomechanical stress review is then performed to
study the injury potential resulting from the crash.

P.

and manual control to the stability and control of the
rider/cycle system. This work has extended by Eaton
[7]. Rice [8]. Weir [9] and others.

This paper begins with a discussion of the 3dimensional, non-linear computer models of the
motorcycle and the human surrogate rider used in this
inquiry .The mass ratio of the rider to mot(X'Cycle is
high enough that the multiple-loop,
parallel
compensator presented in Weir [6], f(X path regulatioo
and capsize stability is implemented.
11D'ee
simulation cases are then presented fCX' the lanechange maneuver. The first case presents the steadystate maneuver, stabilized and guided using rKJeJ'
control with proper rider neuro-muscular octuatioo
lags. For the second case, a disturbance is introdoced
with the motorcycle encountering a pothole and the
rider compensating during the rum. In this case,
"anticipation" of the obstxle is included in the rider
mOOelby tightening the octuation response lags. For
the final case, rider anticipation is not included
conbibuting to capsize instability and a crash.

INTRODUCTION
MANUAL CONTROL OF MOTORCYCLES
h~
long been of practical and theoretical interest Since
motorcycles. or single-trnck vehicles in general. can
be susceptible to environmentll
disturbances and
require constant rider attention. they present unique
problems in stability and control.
In the early seventies. Sharp [1-3] developed
equations of motion :md a simulation model for the
motorcycle vehicle. Weir [4-6] applied systems theCX'Y
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MODEL DESCRIYfIONS
THE MOTORCYCLE MODEL -The motacycle
dynamics comprise the controlled element of the
rider/cycle system.
These dynamics can be
ch3r(K:terized analytically via a system of differential
equations. Of necessity, these differential equations
were originally of linear form, Weir [4], or a reduced
degree-of-freedom set of non-linear equations, Roland
[10].
With the evolution of software tools such as ADAMS
[11], it is now convenient to generate a system of
non-linear
(differential/algebraic)
equations
representing a set of constrained six degree-offreedom parts, by working on a computer graphics
analogy of the system. The system of equations are
then assembled into mabix form and solved through
time. The simulation results are interrogated using
computer animations and data graphs.

The wheels on the motorcycle are spinning parts widl
inertia properties, that generate the proper gyros:opic
forces which dampen the motorcycle roll mO<k. The
interCk:tion between the road and the motorcycle
is
calculated using ADAMSfI'ireTM.
ADAMS/Ttre
is a
mOOular system of differential
equations used to
generate the longitudinal
ground-tire reaction forces
and lateral sliding forces, as well as the torques which
result from conditions at the tire-road surfoce contoct
patch. These forces and torques are calculated at the
contoct patch and transferred to the spindle location
automatically
at eoch simulation time step.

For the 3 simulations detailed in this inquiry. the
motorcycle is driven using a constant velocity
kinematic driver on the rear wheel revolute joint The
speed through the lane change is 30.0 mph.
The system of equations built by ADAMS for the
motorcycle mOOel, results in 8 degrees-of-freedom
including yaw, pitch, roll, lateral, longitudinal, vertical
freedoms for the gross vehicle, and the rotational
freedoms for the front wheel and the fork assembly.
The rear wheel has O degrees-of-freedom with the
addition of the kinematic driver. The principal m~
of interest in motorcycle lateral-directional dynamics
include a:
*

CaDSize mode

relating

This mode may gradually
absence of rider control.
*

Weave

mode involving

to vehicle

roll.

diverge

in the

the coupled

roll

and yaw motions of the motorcycle.
This
mode is always present even under rider
control.

Fig. 2 The Motorcycle Model.
The motorcycle model used in this investigation
is a
lightweight "dirtbike" version. The principal physical
characteristics are:

Weight:
Wheelbase:
Tires:

.Wobble
mode (flutter mOOe) involving a
response of the front fork. assembly about
its hinge point
This mode is always
present even under ri<kr conb'Ol.

100 kg
1325 mm
110 mm x 350 mm (front)
110 mm x 300 mm (rear)

The model consists of 4 parts, each with 6 degrees-offreedom. In this model, the frnme and engine
assembly are to be considered one part and the fork
and the two wheels are the other three. Degrees-of
freedom are removed from the system using joints.
The fork is connected to the frame via a hinge or
revolute joint Revolute joints also connect the tires
to the frame. The effects of the suspension system
are not included in this inquiry.

THE HUMAN SURROGATE RIDER MODEL -The
rider dynamics comprise the conb"oUer element of the
rider/cycle system. The human surrogate rider model
a~hed
to the motorcycle, is a dynamic multisegment model which is capable of affecting or
conb"oUing the motorcycle during the riding event
(active
mode),
as
well
as
responding
anthropometrically during the crash event {passive
mode). The active and passive modes are switchable
during the simulation. de~nding on the current status
of the rider/cycle model.
The human surrogate rider model is created using the

3
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ADAMS/AndroidTM
preprocessor [12].
The model
comists of 15 body segments, with mass and inertia
scaled to represent a 8Oth-percentile male. The mass
properties as well as the lengths of the major and
minor axes of the ellipsoids representing the body
segments, are automatically
generated using an
implemenration
of GEBOD
Dara) [13] in ADAMS/Android.

(Generntion

of

Body

The active rider conb"ol mode is accomplished using
a dynamic compensator. discussed subsequently. The
compensator senses motorcycle ron. yaw and path
deviation and octuates the human surrogate ri<kr to
adjust the steer torque input to stabilize the vehicle.
and to OOjust its lean angle to maintain the 1X"oper
heMing.
The passive crash response mode is accomplished
using tCl"ques acting at the joints retween the
segments of the surrogate. to model the proper
kinematic rebound during a free-fall impoct
The
torques are based on stiffness. damping and friction
data measured at the Annstrong Aerospoce Medical
Research Laboratory. Wright Patterson Air Force
Base [14] from the HYBRm ill [15] crash dummy.
The nonlinear stiffnesses are included for each
degree-of-freedom for each joint in the fonn of lookup tables. These data can be typically represented by
the curve form shown in figure 3. This curve
describes a small (or non-existent) stiffness
throughout the normal operating range for a particular
joint at a particular degree of freedom. The sharp
inclines and declines of the curve are a result of the
joint encountering hard-tissue resistance. or exceeding
the biological limit for both positive and negative
roUtions. It is within this range that injury can occur
to the joint.

Fig.3

Anthropometric Joint Torque Curve Fonn.

Once the surrogate m~1
then manipulated
into
connected
rider/cycle

is physically
the riding

specified.
position

it is
aM

to the motorcycle
to form the c001bined
system. The man/mochine connections are

implemented using break-away forces
when the force is greater than a
threshold. Connections are created for
to handle bars. feet to foot pegs and

which release
pre-established
the lower arms
pelvis to seaL

The break-away threshold for this investigation is the
normal grasp strength of a 8Oth-percentile male fCI'
the arms to handle bars connection and slightly less
for the other connections.

These torque data derived from the HYBRID III are
generally considered a passive response model f<x
kinematic rebound simulation. representing a human
unaware of the impending coUision. The torque slope
is altered for the rider model. using a scale factor to
represent the rider recognizing the ~nding crash and
"freezing."

Fig. 4 The Combined Rider/Cyc/e Mode/.

4
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Contact forces are established between all 15 body
segments of the surrogate and ground to model the
proper kinematic rebound of the surrogate dming the
crash. These coot4M::ts
are represented using elliPSOidflat plate interaction forces which generate motionopposing friction forces when sliding and a normal
force based on penetration of the ellipsoid into the
plate. Con~t forces are also established between the
surrogate and the motorcycle to model any crushing
interoction which may occur.

funcOOns with an inner loop which ~rves
the ron ofthe

vehkle

to stabilize

<+) using tcxque steer (1'). This

I~
stabilizes the capsize mode and permits the ~threlated healing ('V) and path lateral variance (A) loops
to function.

An alternative series structure displayed in figure 6,
feeds the rider lean input (III.) into the roll angle
summer, providing only steer torque input (1') to the
rider/cycle system.

The human surrogate rider mOOel switches from the
active control mode to the passive response mOOe.
when the ~-away
forces reach their force
threshold and begin to detK:h. This limit will be
exceeded. when the inertial forces of the rider caused
by the cI3Sh are sufficient enough to remove the rider
from the vehicle. It is assumed at this stage. that the
rider will now be in a passive crash rebound mode
and not in an active motorcycle control mode.

RIDER/CYCLE

DYNAMIC

COMPENSATOR

-

Given the elements that make up the combined
rider/cycle model, ADAMS automatically generates
the non-linear governing equations. These governing
equations for the combined rider/cycle system are
written in a surplus set of coordinates [16], resulting
in a system of implicit fIrSt order differentialalgetx'aic equations given as:
Eq.l

g(r.i.l)=o

where

.Y. = vector

of system

t = independent

Because of this implicit

Fig. 5 Parallel Structure Rider Control System.

states

variable

fonnulation,

time

system

states

may be directly coupled to other system states. For
example, the lean-angle position of the rider may be
a function of the desired maneuver, or heading and
path variance of the motorcycle.

With the rider mOOel as the controller and the
motorcycle as the controlled system, a dynamic
compensator feedback loop is necessary to sense
output from the motorcycle including heading ('I'),
path lateral variance (L1), and roll angle «<!I),and to
provide inpu~ to the motorcycle through the rider
including torque steer (T) and rider lean angle (c!IR).
Since the capsize mode is mildly
divergent,
continuous rider control is necessary to produce the
desired handling performance.
The example dynamic compensator chosen for this
inquiry is the multiple loop, parallel structw-e type
presented in Weir [6], and displayed in figw-e 5, It

Fig. 6 Series Structure Rider Control System.
The parallel structure compensator was selected over
the series structure for convenience. and since the
mass ratio of the rider to the cycle is relatively high
(85kg/lOOkg). and the speed relatively low (30 mph).
With this condition. the lateral imbalance caused by
rider lean will have an effect on the cycle dynamics
[8]. This effect is included explicitly in the parallel

930226
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structme compensator,
compensator .

but not in the series structure

In addition, the inclusion of rider lean in the control
of a mechanical system serves to highlight a pro<hx:t
distinction
between ADAMS
and general C~
Victim Simulation, CVS, programs,
Currently, m~t
of the existing CVS programs [ 17 ,18] are incapable of
having the human surrogate model interoct with and
effect a mechanical
environment
in a feed~
relationship.
They are mostly
used to provide
a
passive rebound response of the sWTogate during a
crash. The intent of this inquiry is to highlight both
the ~

motorcycle

controlling

phase,

passive crash response phase of ADAMS
the human surrogate rider .

and

the

model

for

The parallel structure compensator is implemented
in
the ADAMS riOOr/cycle m~1
in a step wise fashioo
in the time domain. Procedures for implementing
the
compensator in the transfonned
domain or the state
space domain are outlined in the appendix.
The inner loop is implemented

and stabilized

flrsL

A

simple gain (-K. ~ is applied to the phase shifted
cycle roll angle ( ~J and used to apply a torque (1) to
the handlebar assembly. The gain is negative which
results in a torque to the right when the motorcycle is
rolling left
A fIrSt order futer is applied to the
current simulation motorcycle roll angle to inb"oduce
a lag in the response.

'tci».+t.=.c

Eq.2

This equation phase shifts the roll angle (4>.)through
the use of the current cycle roll angle (4» and a time
lag constant (t). This time delay effect is included to
model the human actuation delay inherent in the
neuro-muscular system dynamics. In the case of the
ann-hand actuation of the handlebar .this amounts to
a time delay (t) of about .1-.3 seconds for an attentive
rider [6].

rider lean angle <x....) are detennined using the same
empirical method. ~
time, the Eigenva1~ for the
capsize, wobble and weave mO<ks are examined to
detennine system stability .This
resuI~ in a ~
enor to heMing gain (K&""') of 3.373e-6 rOO/mm ~
a heading to lean angle gain <x....) of 2.67 ~
The rider model responds to the lean angle signal
from the com~nsator (cIIJ by rotating at the lumbar
joint. The steer torque input (1) is applied directly to
the fork assembly and not by actuating the rider's
anns and hands. This will result in decreased
damping in the wobble mode. This simplification is
used to avoid the complexity of generating another
control system. which decouples the physical leaning
action from the steering action of the human
surrogate.

SIMULATIONS
CASE I: mE
STABILIZED
LANE CHANGE
MANEUVER WI11IOUT ROAD PO11IOLE -To
create a baseline simulation. the Jane change
maneuver is performed for the steady state condition
without a disturbance. Figure 7 displays the geometry
of the lane change maneuver. The ~sired path which
the ~th lateral variance (~) is input using a cubic
spline. Out-tracking is enforced by injecting an initial
open-loop. feedforward command. in the initial
quarter second of simulation. to introduce a negative
steer torque.
The closed-loop

model is simulated

ffX a duration

3 seconds, with 300 data points.
,

A value for the gain (-K. T) is derived empirically.
ADAMS/LinearTM is used to generate a linearized
representation of the ADAMS model.
Stability
properties are observed by examining the Eigenvalues
for the capsize mode of the system dist\D"bed with a
lateral intermittent force. The gain value ( -K. ~ for
the rider/cycle model is determined, iteratively, to be
-6.578eJ N-mm/rad. With this gain, the nominal cycle
roll angles are corrected in a rapid, well damped
manner and the system stabilizes when influenced by
a lateral disturbance.
With the inner stabilizing loop operating, the gains f(X
path error to heading (KA'rC)and the heading error to

-i,

Fig. 7 Geometry

of the Lane Change Maneuver.

of
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Rider Control RespolISe Analysis
One approoch to obtaining an understanding
of the
rider/cycle
system behavior is to examine the time
histories of the conttol input and the motion IeSIXX1seS
of the system.
The behavior of the rider/cycle
system f(X this initial steady-state case is detailed in

PHAS~

L

time hist<xy graphs in figure 8.

Stage (1)

STBBR

UT

by the open-

)

Stage (2)

R

L

Stage

(3)

RIDBR
ANGLE

(INPUT)

R

L

With this forced torque input. the cycle
begins to roll to the left and yaw to the
left.

T

20.0
(degrees)
-L
LEAN

is initiated

loop application of steering torque to the
right. causing small out-tracking
steer
angle to the right to develop.

TORQUE
( INP

The maneuver

Stage (4)

T

Within the .3 second time delay of
sensing the path deviation due to tre outtrocking. the rider begins to lean to the
right. this causes the cycle to CK:celera1e
the roll rate to the left and the steer angle
also goes to the left. With this shift in
steer angle. the compensating steer torque
also changes sign.
Peak cornering to the left OCCtD'S(roll
angle and yaw rate are at maximum

3.0
(degrees)

values).

-1-

Stage (5)

The path error becomes large as the right
turn phase occurs, causing the ri<kr to
lean to the left.

Stage (6)

This causes the cycle to roll to the right
and change sign in the steer angle. A
large amount of steer torque is used to
compensate for the lean to the left during
this right cornering portion.

Stage (7)

The maneuver is completed. with some
path overshoot.
The steer torq~
and

STEER
ANGLB
(RESPONSB)

R

L

T

30.0
(degrees)
-1ROLL
ANGLE
(RESPONSE)

rider lean inputs approach

zero.

R
R

CASE 2: THE ST ABILIZED
LANE CHANGE
MANEUVER WITH POTHOLE DIS1URBANCE -

T

The lane change maneuver is now ~rformed for the
disturbance case. The location of the pothole will be
at the ~ak of the left turn in the maneuver. The
pothole is introduced into the simulation. by changing
the road geometry from a continuous flat surfoce to a
flat surface with a stepped variance. The pothole
depth is 50 mm.

40.0
(deg/sec)
~

YAW
RATB
(RBSPONSB)

L
Fig.

8 Steady

State

Lane

Change

Maneuver.

The pothole

exists at the point when the motacycle
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is at maximum roll. which causes an out-of-plane
force to the front tire. and subsequently a lateral
disnU'bance to the rider/cycle system. The effects of
the control input (steer torque) and the motion
response (cycle roll) for the stabilizing action are
displayed in figure 9. The curves are overlayed on
the curves of case 1 to highlight the effects caused by
the disturbance on the steady-state condition.
In this figure, the disnlrbance to the roll motion is
evident. The torque curve displays the corrective
action tA1kenby the compensator with the excited
wobble mOOesuperimposed. The .3 second time lag
inherent in the rider nelD'O-muscular system can be
observed by comparing the roll curve to the torque
CUIVe. Although the wobble mode is not damped,
the roll disturbance is stabilized in a well damped
manner .

In this figure. the ad(k:d delay to the ~tion
time of
the steer ~ue
compensation is evident
The roll
continues until the vehicle comes to rest 00 the
pavement
The torq~ curve builds in oscillation aJx1
immediately
goes to zero. indicating the ri~r model
switching from the octive. cycle control mode to the
passive collision

L

response mode.

T
2.2E.
(N-mm) I
~

STBBR
TORQUE
( INPUT

)

R

L

T
2.2&.
(N-mmJ
-L

T
30.0

(degr~}J

CASE

"""

ROLL
ANGLE
(RESPONSE)

STEER
TORQUE
( INPUT

L

)

R

I
CASE

I

R

L

T

De-Stabilized
Fig. 10
Disturbance.

30.0

Maneuver

with

Pothole

(degrees)

~

ROLL
ANGLB
(RBSPONSB)
R

Fig.9 Stabilized Maneuver with PothOle Disturbance.
CASE 3: THE DE-ST ABn..IZED LANE CHANGE
MANEUVER WITH POTHOLE DISTURBANCE Case 3 is put forth to investigate the possibility of
rider inattentiveness as a source of error resulting in
an instability and an injury producing crash. To
model this inattentiveness, the time constant of
equation (I), ('t) is modified from .3 to .4 seconds.
This will have the effect of changing the reslX>nserate
of the rider. FigW"e 10 displays the curves of case 3
overlayed on the curves of case I.

Biodynamic Rebound Analysis
The next series of figlD"es illusb'ates the resulting
crash event for case 3. It is apparent from the
kinematic rebound sequence that the rider does not
re~t to the impending crash with any defensive
posturing. For the purposes of this inquiry .it is
assumed that the event occurs over such a short
duration. .76 seconds. that the only posturing that the
rider has time for is to "freeze." This effect is
accounted for in the model by ramping up the
stiffness
coefficients
in
the
HYBRID
III
anthropometric joint torque model.
Stage

(I)

This stage (fig. 11) displays the
simulation at 1.945 seconds. This is the
instant when the initial contact with
ground occurs. It is at this time that the
break-away forces which attM;h the feet

3
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and hands release. It can be o~ed
from this figure that the foot is no longer
positioned on the foot peg. At this time,
the foot experiences a force from both the
road (fig. 17) and the motorcycle (fig. 19)
of about 800 N (180 Ibs). This indicates
that the foot as well as the foot peg, tires
and handle bars are taking the load of the
motorcycle impacting on the road. The
leg receives loading previous to stage 1
(fig. 19), due to the motorcycle falling
against the leg during the turn.
Stage (2)

This stage (fig.
12) displays the
simulation at 2.005 seconds. This is the
major impoct event in the crash. when the
surrogate absorbs the most energy. The
shou1~r is receiving an impoct fon:e of
about 13344 N (3000 Ibs) (fig. 18). This
blow to the shoulder causes the shoulder
joint to flex rapidly. In this stage. the
stress at the neck is at its highest JX)int at
395500 N-mm (3500 in-Ibs) (fig. 21). as
the head begins to rotate down toward the
ground. This torque is quite large due to
the bracing or freezing ~tion of the rider .
There is also an impact fon:e from
ground of 4314 N (970 Ibs) (fig. 17)
acting on the upper leg of the ri~r.

Stage (3)

This stage (fig.
13) displays the
simulation at 2.025 seconds. This is the
point when the head impacts the ground
and the shoulder joint is at the highest
torque level.
The head impacts the
ground and receives a force of 6672 N
(1500 Ibs) (fig. 17).
This 1000 is
significantly reduced by the initial impoct
of the sOOulderwith the road and the high
torque generated at the neck joint of
395500 N-mm (3500 in-lbs) (fig. 21)
breaking the fall. Also in this stage, the
large rotation of the shoulder joint can be
seen resulting in a joint torque of
1356(XX)N-mm (12,000 in-lbs) (fig. 21).

Stage (4)

This stage (fig.
14) displays the
simulation at 2.205 seconds. In this
stage. the rider is completely airborne
after the rebound from the initial contxt
with the road. The right ann is disploced
due to the friction of the road surfoce
during the impact. Also. the b<xiy is
rotating due to the frictional effects of the
interoction between the right side of the
body and ground.
Since there is no
contxt with the ground at this time. there

is no irn~t

1()ading 00 ~

SaJm)gatc.

11tere is relatively minor l<aJing on ~
joints. with die largest 00 ~
Iwnbar
spine at ~
N-mm (200 in-Ibs) (fig.
21).
Stage

(5)

This
stage (fig.
15) displays
the
simulation at 2.3 seconds. In this stage,
the rider begins to ex~rience
a second
impact
impact

with ground.
There is a foot
of 356 N (80 Ibs) between the

mOO (fig. 17) and the motorcycle
(fig.
19), iOOicating that the foot may be
trapped underneath the motorcycle.

Stage (6)

This
stage (fig.
16) displays
the
simulatioo
at 2.56
seco~.
This
reIX"Csents the final
position
of the
sunogate at the end of the sirnulatioo
period.
The forces and torques at ~
point are at a minimum.
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SIDE VIEW

I'"I{ONT

Fig. II

Stage I, Initial

Impact

(T=I.945).

Fig. ]4 Stage 4. Torso Twisting (T=2205).

SIDE VIEW

SIDE VIEW

FRONT
FRONT

Fig. 12 Stage 2. Shoulder

VIEW

VIEW

VIEW

Impact

(T=2.005).

Fig. ]5 Stage 5. Highest Bounce IT=23).

SIDE VIEW
SIDE VIEW

FRONT

VIEW

Fig. 13 Stage 3. Head Impact

(T=2.025).

FRONT

VIEW

Fig. ]6 Stage 6. Final Pl)sition (T=2.56).
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ICM/"IP/'-

.-~

I~TS

Fig. 17 Pavement lmpacts (Head, Hip, Foot).

OIPIf

Fig. ]8 Pavement

-._~~f

Impacts

~1Q4T LE8 .~T~YtLE

Fig. ]9 Motorcycle

lmpacts

I~TS

(Arm).

I~T'

(Leg).

L-.

..CI.

NIP

-JOI.T

1_5

Fig. 21 Joint Torques (Lumbar, Neck. Hip).
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Injury Analysis
Major injmies resulting from a vehicle crash, are
generated by a change in velocity .That
change in
velocity may OCClD'00 a localized part of the body as
a result ofa specific blow. or it may be a whole-body
velocity change. The octual response of the human
frame. ~pends not only on the overall velocity
change but on the varying xcelerations which may
occur during the impact phase. In addition. the
external loading produces a biological response. which
causes various relative motions and ~tions
to
develop inside the human body. It is that hwnan
response which is. in essence. the biodynamics of
trauma.

inquiry .

SKULL

ItECI<
SHOUlDER
~/SMT
ARI1

HARD

-

JDlItT
TIS5I.:
TISSUE

I
I

To determine if the human surrogate mOOel is
ex~riencing trauma during the simulated crash. the
resulting forces and reoctions must be recorded and
compared against established injury tolerance criteria.
Much data are available for head injuries. [19.20.21]
including skull fr'k:;ture data due to blows and brain
injury data due to the forces resulting from
translational and rotational acceleration. There are
also data [19. 20. 22] for neck injmy tolerance.
For the crash event simulated in this paper, the rider
absorbs the majority of the crash energy during stage
2 (fig. 12). In this stage, the surrogate experiences an
impact fo~e of 13344 N (3<XX>Ibs) which causes the
shoulckr joint to rotate and indoce a torqlr; of
1356(XX)N-mm (12,<XX>in-Ibs). This loading causes
the joint to exceed its biological limit and causes
extreme strain. The joint torque of 1356000 N-mm
(12(XX) in-Ibs) is more than enough load to cause
injury [19].
Also in stage 2, the neck receives a torque of 384200
N-mm (3400 in-Ibs), which is far above the volunteer
pain threshold of 88140 N-mm (780 in-Ibs) [19] and
is likely to cause soft tissue damage.
In stage 3 (fig. 13), the head impacts the ground and
is subjected to a force of 6227 N (1400 Ibs) This is
beyond the limit to cause skull frxture [20]. If the
rider were wearing a helmet during the crash, the
possibility of skull f~ture would be greatly reduced,
however. the torque on the neck would increase due
to the added mass.
As illustrnted by this crash simulation, the injury
potential for this crash occurring at 30 miles per holD"
on a concrete surface is quite high. Based on the
results from this simulation, there is a distinct
probability of a skull fracture. a neck ligament injury
and a shoulder injury. The probabilities of hip and
foot injuries due to impact are somewhat less.
Injuries caused by abrasions are not considered in this

Fig. 22 High Probabi/ity Injury Zones to Rider.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The intent of this paper is to provide a method of
evaluating a motorcycle crash. both from the
standpoint of rider/cycle control phenomenon as the
source of the crash. and the interpretation of the
injury producing mechanisms present during the
crash. This ~per has implications for motorcycle
dynamics. rider control techniques. obstacle avoidance
training. vehicle stabilization. motorcycle design and
reliability analysis.
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APPENDIX
GENERATION OF A RIDER CONTROL SYSTEM
IN THE STATE SPACE DOMAIN -Adynamic
compensator may also be developed aJk1ttmed in the
state space domain [23]. To implement ~ series
structure com~nsator of figure 6, the equations
reIX'esenting the rider/cycle system are linearized f(X'
export into controller design software such ~
MATRIXxTM [24], where classic control design
methOOologies (root locus, BOOepl<Xs ) (X' modem
meth<xls (pole plocement. LQG ) are available f(X'
control design [25].
When the com~nsator is
designed. the equations reJX"esenting this dynamic
compensator are imported into ADAMS
~
combined with equation (I), coupling the various
system states for the simulation of the complete
closed loop system.

Fig. 23 Schematic of the General Compensator
Design Methodology in State Space.
Figure

23

developing
generating
system.
inclu<k:
MATRIXX

is a registered

trademark

of Integrated

Systems. Inc. (ISI).
ADAMS
Dynamics

is a registered

I)

displays

The

ADAMS/Android ADAMS/Tire and ADAMS/Linear are
trademarks of MDI.

meth<xlology

fcr

Generate

the

in this

non-linear,

meth<x1ology

open-loop

model and ploce it in the oominaI

position.

of Mechanical

Inc. (MDI).

general

steps involved

rider/cycle
trademark

the

a dynamic conb"oUer in state space, and
a simulation
of a conb"ol1ed closed-loop

2)

Linearize the equations of motion into a state
space representation (plant m~l)
of the
open-loop system.
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3)

4)

IrnJX>rt the plant m()(k;1 into MA TRIXx and
use control design methodologies to devel~
a dynamic
compensator
for the capsize

the outputs

stabilizing and the path following
for the series structure compensator
6.

ADAMS/Linear uses a condensation scheme to reduce
a non-linear ADAMS model to a minimal realizatioo
linear fonn for efficient solution [26]. The state
space model representation is suitable for obtaining
frequency response of the ADAMS model, verifying
model control
properties
(controllability
aOO
observability), and designing feedback controllers ffX
ADAMS models.

loops of
of figme

ExlX>rt the compensator
into ADAMS
to
perfonn the simulations on the closed-loop
mOOel.

First, an ooen-looo model for the system is <r,fmed by
designating the inputs and outputs to the mO<k1and
tenninating the connections using special input/output
"socket" elements.
These socket elements will
provide connection to the imported com~nsator.
Figure 24 displays the open-loop moc:k:l of the
rider/cycle mO<kl. The outputs from the "plant" are
the moton;ycle heading ('I'), path lateral variance (6),
and roll angle (~). The input into the plant model is
the correction signal from the com~nsator to the
actuator to OOjustthe steer torque (I). Since there is
no com~nsator signal at this stage, the connection
point is established and a default value is entered.
This model displayed in figure 24, with the open
sockets, is referred to as the open-loop model.

from

are state matrices

the plant

model.

representing

The ~. ~. £ and Q matrices
specific

fonnat

and .6., §.., £,

and Q

the plant

are written

out in the

for imJX)rt into MA TRIXx.

Fig. 25 The Closed-Loop

Model.

After the compensator is develo~d and tuned in
MA TRIXx. the ~ ~ and £ matrices associated with
the linear state equations representing the dynamic
compensator are then exported from MATRIXx into
ADAMS.
When the compensator is read into
ADAMS it is "plugged in" to the sockets of the plant
model. The inputs to the com~nsator are connected
to the plant outputs (",.A.~). Also. output fran the
compensator is connected to the plant input (1').
Fig. 24 The Open-Loop

Mode/.

With

When the model is placed in the nominal position and
the open-loop system established. the system of
equations are linearized into a state SpCK:e
representation in the fonn of real valued state
matrices (.6..~. £ and ill. Through the linearization
process. the model as represented in equation (I) and
by figure 24, is now represented as the linear state
equations:
.t=Ad+B.K

Eq.3

j=.Cd+D.lI.
.! represents
represents

the state variables
the inputs

for

to the plant

the plant
model.

model.

y represents

.!!

the

addition

of

connections
established.
perform the simulations
illustrated in figme 25.

the

compensator.

and

all

ADAMS
is then used to
on the closed-l000
model

